Work Items in Existing Charter

1. Applicability Statement
   - draft-ietf-babel-applicability-10 past IESG

2. Proposed Standard RFC6126bis
   - draft-ietf-babel-rfc6126bis-16 resolving DISCUSSes

3. Address Security Needs
   - draft-ietf-babel-dtls-09 past IESG
   - draft-ietf-babel-hmac-10 resolving DISCUSS

4. Address Manageability of Babel
   - draft-ietf-babel-information-model-10 publication req’ed
   - draft-ietf-babel-yang-model-04 in WG Last Call
Work Items in Existing Charter

5. Implementation Experience
   – Not required to be a document. Addressed by reports at meetings.

6. Optionally: Source Specific Routing
   – draft-ietf-babel-source-specific-05 publication requested

7. Optionally: Multicast
   – draft-zhang-bier-babel-extensions-02
Possible New Work Items

8. ToS Specific Routing
   – Expired draft-chouasne-babel-tos-specific-00

9. IEEE 802.11 mesh path selection protocol
   – There are provisions in 802.11 for different path selection (routing) protocols including vendor specific path selection protocols.
   – There is precedent for the IEEE 802.11 WG assigning a code point for an IETF specified path selection protocol:
     • Secure Hybrid Wireless Mesh Protocol:
Possible New Work Items

10. more?
Next Steps

• Highest priority has to be getting the set of 4 core drafts through the process:
  – draft-ietf-babel-rfc6126bis
  – draft-ietf-babel-hmac
  – draft-ietf-babel-dtls
  – draft-ietf-babel-applicability

• Discuss re-Chartering and new work items at this meeting, on the list
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